For Date: 12/26/2019 — Thursday

19-26686 0032 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Vicinity of: [WIL 2301] TECOMET - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Motion 6

Narrative: 33- Main entrance and loading dock are secure.

19-26692 0253 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: TOYOTA LOT - JEWEL DR
Narrative: Vehicle in the lot with its trunk open.

Narrative: Trunk was secured possible oversight.

19-26693 0300 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2813] FINAL FINISH - JEWEL DR
Narrative: Vehicle ( Silver BMW M240 ) on four jacks, unsure if tires were stolen or if vehicle is being worked on, 33 to make contact with business in the A.M.

Narrative: Pictures were taken.

19-26694 0623 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Vicinity of: WHI 1998 FORD UT EXPE Reg: PC MA 922LA0 VIN: 1FMUR18W6LC46242
Vehicle: UPTON DR
Insurance Co: invalid access code.
Policy No:
Narrative: 32- Checks ok, employees had a hard time remembering the code, they have since rectified the issue.

19-26695 0650 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of town hall

Narrative: Checks ok

19-26697 0859 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1561] RIZZO'S PIZZA - CHURCH ST
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: BLU 2018 GMC SIERRA  Reg: PC MA 7BN773  VIN: 1GTV2LEC7J2209320
Insurance Co: ELECTRIC INSURANCE COMPAN
Policy No: 
Narrative: 2 car MVC, no injuries

Narrative: 33 - clear, assisted with paperwork exchange, Infiniti rear ended pickup truck, very minor damage

19-26698 0920 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 290] FUSION SUPPLY - BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: 911 line with static, on-going issue

19-26699 0928 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Narrative: ACO removed deceased possum

19-26700 0931 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: mail run

19-26701 0942 DISABLED MV finish
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: Possible DMV in the area
Narrative: Clear, unable to locate

19-26702 0946 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 1228] AERIAL ACOUSTICS CORP - RESEARCH DR
Narrative: entry door and motion
Narrative: Cancel per alarm company, proper passcode

19-26703 1038 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + HATHAWAY RD
Narrative: Report of a loose german shepherd
Narrative: Clear, unable to locate

19-26704 1040 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1116] WILMINGTON HOUSE OF PIZZA - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2013 HOND UT PILOT  Reg: PC MA 4VR399  VIN: 5FNYF4H50DB086202
Insurance Co: GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INSU
Policy No: 
Narrative: Written warning for send/receive electronic message
19-26711 1337 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: LOUMAC RD + DRURY LN
Narrative: Loose dog in the roadway

19-26714 1522 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative: assisting the FD with a CO detector activation

19-26715 1543 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Location/Address: LUCAYA CIR
Narrative: party requesting a call from ACO regarding her neighbors dog being let outside off leash and going after other dogs that walk by

19-26716 1617 FOUND PROPERTY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 486] CARD SMART - MAIN ST
Narrative: Caller reporting a customer left her purse at the store. They will leave it at the store until the end of business today. An employee will bring it by the station at closing if the owner has not returned.

19-26717 1636 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2018 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 5LV339 VIN: 5N1AT2MV1JC832634
Insurance Co: NGM INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No: Narrative: Written warning for red light violation and causing grid lock at an intersection.

19-26705 1643 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2014 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 1BRR48 VIN: 1FTPW1ET1EKF00648
Insurance Co: GEICO GENERAL INSURANCE C
Policy No: Narrative: 35: Party was told to get off of the ice rink at rotary park.

19-26719 1702 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2014 MAZD CX5 Reg: PC MA 75FM35 VIN: JM3KE4CY5E0425845
Insurance Co: PROGRESSIVE CASUALTY INSU
Policy No: 
Narrative: 
Verbal warning for right on red.

19-26722 1731 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP 
Citation/Warning Issued 
Vicinity of: LAKE ST 
Vehicle: WHI 2015 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 420T VIN: JTMRFREV7FD100757 
Insurance Co: SAFETY INSURANCE COMPANY 
Policy No: 
Narrative: 
written warning for defective equipment 

19-26723 1737 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm 
Location/Address: [WIL 3075] CLEAR MOTION - RESEARCH DR 
Narrative: 
Shop motion right. 
Narrative: 
32: Checks secure. 

19-26724 1740 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish 
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST 
Vehicle: WHI 2008 FORD RANGER Reg: PC MA 8LB744 VIN: 1FTYR1D36PA36365 
Insurance Co: ARBELLA MUTUAL INSURANCE 
Policy No: 
Narrative: 
Checking a vehicle in the lot. Start another car. Appears to be a lot of fidgeting going on. 
Narrative: 
33 en route 
Narrative: 
31: Owner of the vehicle consented to a search. Nothing was found. he was sent on his way. 

19-26725 1748 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish 
Location/Address: MYSTIC AVE 
Narrative: 
911 accidental. Spoke to resident who accidentally dialed. 
Narrative: 
19: Checks as reported. 

19-26727 1821 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued 
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST + CROSS ST 
Vehicle: GRY 2014 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 7LN392 VIN: 2T13UR8B1EC153176 
Insurance Co: SAFECO INSURANCE COMPANY 
Policy No: 
Narrative: 
Written warning for red light violation. 

19-26728 1822 CITIZEN CONTACT finish 
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST 
Narrative: 
Walk in party requests police report 

19-26731 1905 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish 
Vicinity of: [WIL 1434] WINDSOR PLACE - WEST ST 
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No: 
Narrative: 33: Checking on a vehicle parked on the old part of Lowell st.

Narrative: 33: Checks ok. Party was looking for rope.

19-26732 2026 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1570] METRO AT WILMINGTON STATION - BURLINGTON AVE
Narrative: 31: Returning wallet found at Card Smart.

Narrative: 31: Wallet was returned. The owner stated no items were missing.

19-26733 2042 Cruiser Defects or Issues finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: 

Narrative: Faxed to DPW.

19-26734 2043 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE finish
Location/Address: GLEN RD
Narrative: Caller reporting the wire to her walk way christmas lights was cut sometime last night.

Narrative: *** SEE REPORT ***

Narrative: 32: Caller reports it happened sometime between christmas eve or christmas morning.

Refer To Incident: 19-1419-OF

19-26735 2056 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other Agency
Vicinity of: [WOB] MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 FORD F350 Reg: CO MA S71655 VIN: 1FD8X3H67GEC55455
Insurance Co: TRAVELERS CASUALTY INSURA
Policy No: 
Narrative: Woburn looking for a white pick up truck with heavy front end damage. Truck was involved in a hit and run in the area. Truck was last seen heading northbound on 38.

Narrative: 33: Headed towards the town line.

Narrative: 32 is headed to the Chestnut st area.

Narrative: 33: Made it to the town line, havent seen anything matching the description. Will stay in the area.

Narrative: 31: Checked from the Tewksbury line to the center on Main st. Nothing showing. Will stay in the area.
Narrative:
33: Pulling onto Eames st. I have a white rack body truck with a headlight out. Stopping it to check if there’s any front end damage.

Narrative:
32: Checked from Chestnut st to Mountain Rd. Nothing showing.

Narrative:
33: Verbal warning to that operator for defective headlight.

Narrative:
Woburn PD called and stated they found the pick up truck involved.

19-26737 2059 DISTURBANCE cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Narrative:
MBTA PD reporting white female causing a disturbance with an employee at the platform

Narrative:
MBTA- cancel, contacted wrong town.

19-26736 2126 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CHESTNUT ST
Vehicle: GRY 2019 BMW SE 330XI Reg: PC MA 9EE586 VIN: WBA5R7C50KAJ87083
Insurance Co: ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPAN
Policy No:
Narrative:
Verbal warning for speed and no inspection.

19-26739 2143 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRN 1997 HOND CIVIC Reg: PC MA 1MXR67 VIN: 1HGEJ6221VL126833
Insurance Co: THE COMMERCE INSURANCE CO
Policy No:
Narrative:
Citation for send/recieve electronic message.

19-26743 2243 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1201] RITE AID - MAIN ST
Narrative:
31: Numerous high schoolers parked here with a lot of trash all over the ground. I am going to have them pick up the trash and move along.
19-26744 2306 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH – BURNAP ST
Vehicle: RED 2008 AUDI SE A4 Reg: PC MA 1BMX19 VIN: WAUEF76E18A075189
Insurance Co: PILGRIM INSURANCE COMPANY
Policy No: 
Narrative: Checking on four teenagers on the ice.

Narrative: 31-Clear, parties were advised ice was not thick enough to be on, sent on their way.

19-26745 2309 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY – CROSS ST
Narrative: Property check.

Narrative: 33-Clear, checks ok, Spoke with a male party playing Pokemon.

19-26746 2315 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL – GLEN RD
Narrative: Property Check.

Narrative: 32-Clear, checks ok.